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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known the importance that the connections between different classes of orthogo- 
ned polynomials have in orthogonal polynomials theory and its applications in mathematical 
physics [3, Chapter 4]. Orthogonal matrix polynomials are becoming more and more relevant in 
the two last decades. The aim of this paper is to establish a connection between Laguerre's and 
Hermite's matrix polynomials recently introduced in [1,2], respectively. 
If A is a matrix in C mxm, we denote by a(A) the set of all the eigenvalues of A. If f (z) ,  g(z) 
are holomorphic functions in an open set fl of the complex plane, and if a(A) C ~, we denote 
by f(A),  g(A), respectively, the image by the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus of the functions 
f(z),  g(z), respectively, acting on the matrix A, and 
f(A)g(A) = g(A)f(A) (i) 
see [4, Chapter 7]. Throughout this paper, a matrix polynomial of degree n means an expression of 
the form P(t) = Antn+An_l tn- l+.  • "+Alt+Ao, where t is a real variable and Aj, for 0 < j < n, 
are m x m complex matrices. We recall that the reciprocal Gamma function F -1 (z) = 1/F(z) is 
an entire function and thus for any matrix A in C re×m, P- I (A)  is a well-defined matrix. If A is 
a matrix such that 
A + nI is invertible for every integer n _> 0, (2) 
then from [5, p. 253], it follows that 
A(A + 1). . .  (A + (n - 1 ) / ) -  r (A  + nI)r-l(A), n > 1. (3) 
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(C)o=I, n_>l. 
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For any matrix C in C mxm we denote 
(C)n = C(C -{- I ) . . .  ( v -{- ( n - 1)/), 
If A is a matrix in C rnxrn such that 
Rez > 0, for every z e a(A), 
and if y is a complex number with Rey > 0, then by [6, p. 274], one gets 
B(A, yI) = B(yI ,  A) = r(A)r(yi)r-l(A + yI), 
where B(x, y) is the Euler Beta function, 
11 B(x, y) = uX-l(1 - u) y-1 du, 
(4) 
(s) 
(6) 
We denote by D the differential operator D = d or D = ~-~x, depending on the variable on which 
we are working. 
2. ON LAGUERRE'S  AND 
HERMITE 'S  MATRIX  POLYNOMIALS  
For the sake of clarity in the presentation, we recall that if A is a matrix in C raxm such that 
-k  is not an eigenvalue of A, for every integer k > 0, (8) 
and A is a complex number with Re A > 0, then the n th Laguerre matrix polynomial is defined 
by [1, p. 58] 
L(A,A)(t) = 
(-1) k Ak 
k.-~(n-- ~).v (A + I)n [(A + I)k] -x t k, n > 0. (9) 
k=0 
Furthermore, the following Rodrigues formula holds: 
t -ne  tA Dn [e-tAtA+"I] , L(A'~)(t) ---- n-----~ n _> 0, t > 0. (10) 
Let us suppose that A is a matrix such that 
Rez > 0, for every eigenvalue z E a(A), (11) 
and let us denote v~ = A 1/2 = exp (1/2 log A) the image of the function zW2 = exp (1/2 log z) by 
the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus, acting on the matrix A, where log z denotes the principal 
branch of the complex logarithm. Then by [2, p. 25] the n ¢h Hermite matrix polynomial Hn(x, A) 
is defined by 
Hn(x,A)  = n] Z O-~- - -~v  " , n > O, (12) 
kffi0 
and by [2, p. 29], the following Rodrigues formula holds: 
Hn(x, A) --- exp (-1) n exp , n > 0. (13) 
Rex>0, Rey>0. (7) 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a matr/x in C mxm such that 
1 
Rez > -3 '  for every z E a(A). (14) 
Then for x > 0, it follows that 
x-AeAx/2 n! Dn [ e-Ax/2xA+nl] 
(15) 
- '-1)'~ (A+ 1 I )  f_:  (1 t2)(A-(1/2)Z)H2n (trY, A)dt. v/ ~-- ) ! F (A + (n + 1)I)r  -1. 
PROOF. By expression (12), making a change of index we can write 
H2n (tv~, A) = (2n)!(-1) n (--1)k2k Akxkt 2k 
k :o  ~-k]T .  " (i6) 
Hence, 
_1 (I -t2) (A-(1/2)l) H2n (tv/x,A) dt 
1 (17) ~ (-1)k2~A~zk f/ --- (2n)l(-1) '~ ~_ - -~.  (1--t2)(A-(1/2)I)t2kdt. 
k=0 1 
By (6), it follows that (see [6, p. 274-275]), 
f_ : (1 t2)(A-(1/2)l)t2kdt B(A+~I ,  
k Z/ / (18) 
=r(A+l I ) r ( (k  + ~) I ) r - l (A+(k  + l)I). 
Using that F ((k + 1/2) I) = I F (k + 1/2) and formula (1.2.6) of [3, p. 5], one gets 
r ( (k + ~ ) I) - (2k)' v/-~ ' (19) 
By (18) and (19), 
/11 (1--t2) (A-(1/2)I) t 2kdt :F  (A-~-~I)~--1 (A+(k+l)I)(?k),22kk ,V/~ (20) 
By (15),(20) and using that 
(2 )  k [e-A22/2], (21) (-1) k A k = eAX/2Dk 
x-AD n-k (X A+nI) = F (A + (n + 1)I) F -1 (A + (k + 1)I), (22) 
it follows that 
( )I v~(2n) !F(A+(n+I)I) F-1 m+l I  1 (1-t2)(A-(1/2ll)H2,~(tv~,d ) t (23) 
(-1)k (1/2) k Akx k 
k=o k!(n - k)! F (A + (n + 1)I) F -1 (A + (k + 1)I) 
= ~ eAx/2x-A 
~:o ~:~'  D~ (e-A~/2) D°-~ (xA+o,) (24) 
By Leibniz's rule for the n th derivative of a product and the property (1) of the matrix functional 
calculus, 
o __ l k=0 
By (23)-(25), one gets (15). | 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let  A be a matr ix  in C mxra satisfying condition (8). Then for x > O, it  follows 
that  
k~=O x L(A+kI'A) [,.~ -~. AI  - ~ A = D n "n-k ~J -~. e-Ax/2xA+nI • (26) 
PROOF. Substituting the expression 
e-Ax/2xA+n' = e(-(1/2)A+AI)x e-AxxA+nl (27) 
and x-AeAx/2 1 
_ ~_ ex((1/2)A-M)eAzx-A,  
n! 
into the right-hand side of (26), one gets 
(28) 
X-AeA"2 n[e a-,2XA+o'] 
~.w D n! " (29) 
By Leibniz's rule for the n th derivative, 
O n [{e x(-(I/2)Aq-AI)} {e-AxxA+nI}] : ~ (nk)Ok [e x(-(1/2)A+AI)] On-k [e-AxxA-l-nI]. (30) 
k=0 
By (30) and taking into account that by (10), one gets 
L(A+kI,A), , eAX x-A-k iD n-k [e-AXx A+nI] (31) 
n-k  t z )  = (n -- k)-------q 
from (29), it follows that 
eC-~'+Cl/2)A)xx-A (k) 
n] k=O 
~-~ ex((1/2)A-AI)xkDk [ ] r(A+k',A),,  k! ex(Al-(1/2)A) = ~n-k  (x). 
k=0 
(32) 
Since 
Dk [ez(AI-(1/2)A)] : ()~I-- 1A)kez(AI-(I/2)A), 
by (29), (32), and (33), one gets (26). Thus the result has been established. 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the following result has been proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. I rA  is a matr ix  in C rnxm satisfying (14), then 
(33) 
II 
k=0 -~" A I -  A ~n-k  (x), n > O, x > O. 
(34) 
REMARK 2.1. By  (9), it is easy to show that 
~L(A+I,A) [~ DL(A'~)(x)  = L(A'~)(x) = - "~n-1  ~J ,  ReA>0,  n>l .  
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Hence, 
and (34) can be wr i t ten in the form 
( -1 )  n / 1 \ / ,1  
(A+(n+i ) I )  p-1 { .4+ 21) J_ ,  (1 - t2 )  (A-(1/2)/) H2n ( tv~,A)dt  
v~(2~)! 
= AI - A D k L (A'A) (x) , Re A > 0, n _> 0, x > 0. 
k=O 
(35) 
For the case m = 1, A = 1, A = 2, one gets L(A'~)(x) = L2(x), Hn(x ,A)  
formula (35) takes the form 
l ( -1 ) "  F (n  + 3) (1 - t2) 3/2 H2n ( tv~ dt = L2(x) v~(2n)! F(5/2) 1 
= Hn(x), and 
or 
_ ( -1 )nv~(2n) !F (2  + 1/2) L~(x), 
l (1 - t2 ) (2 -1 /2 )H2n( tv~)dt= 1 F(n+2+ 1) 
which coincides with formula (7.372) of [7, p. 836] for the case ~ = 2. 
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